Queer Periodicals Collection, 1966-1998
Location Index

Alabama

Birmingham
   Alabama Forum

Alaska

Anchorage
   Gay Alaska
   Klondyke Kontakt

Arizona

Phoenix
   Echo
   The Western Express

Tucson
   Arizona Gay News
   Observer

Arkansas

California

Anaheim
   Eidophsikon

Arcadia
   Christus Omnibus!

Berkeley
   Coming Together
   Dykes and Gorgons
   The Magazine for True Believers: Kana Series
   Pacific Currents
   Shmate – A Journal of Progressive Jewish Thought
   Uranian Mirror

Burbank
   Male Express

Cathedral City
   Bugle Magazine

Corte Madera
   The Slant
Costa Mesa
  *Focus*

Eureka
  *GALA News [Gay and Lesbian Alliance of Humboldt County]*

Hayward
  *The Challenge*

Hollywood
  *California Knight Life*
  *Data Boy*
  *ERA Magazine*
  *In Touch Magazine*
  *MFD Quarterly*
  *Round Up – The Gay Western and Rodeo Magazine*
  *Zipper Magazine*

Los Angeles
  *Action Magazine*
  *Alternatives*
  *American Gay Life*
  *B-Max*
  *Bar Hopper's Review*
  *BLK*
  *Coast to Coast Times*
  *Colage*
  *Compass*
  *Dispatch*
  *Drummer Magazine*
  *Edge Magazine*
  *Entertainment West*
  *Genre Magazine*
  *In Unity*
  *The News*
  *NewsWest*
  *Out Front*
  *Outreach*
  *SBC [Stanley Bennett Clay Productions]*
  *Sports Pride – National Gay and Lesbian Sports Magazine*
  *Square Peg*
  *Tom of Finland Dispatch*

North Hollywood
  *Dateline: The News Magazine of Gay America*
  *Frontiers*

Oakland
  *Aché: A Journal for Lesbians of African Descent*
  *Ero Spirit*
  *The Family Next Door*

Palm Springs
Bottom Line
Lifestyle Magazine
Mega-Scene

Palo Alto
Hortipiles Newsletter

Riverside
GO!

Sacramento
The Latest Issue
Mom...Guess What
Patlar
Victory!

San Diego
Bravo
California Scene
Gay and Lesbian Times
Gay Times
Male Call International
Pacific Coast Times
San Diego Gay Times
San Diego Gayzette
San Diego Lesbian Press
San Diego Son
Scene
Update
Update National

San Francisco
10 Percent
Act Up San Francisco Newsletter
Adversary
ALGA Newsletter [Association of Lesbian and Gay Asians]
Alice Reports
Alternate
Bay Area Lawyers For Individual Freedom Newsletter
Bay Area Reporter
Bear Fax
Black and White Men Together
Books To Watch Out For Newsletter
Brat Attack
Bridges
California Voice
Castro Clips
Castro Express
Castro Times
Coming Up
CRIR Mandate [Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights]
CTC Quarterly [Continental Traveler’s Club]
Cuir Underground
Deneuve
A Different Beat
Dishrag
Dungeon Master
Dykespeak
Fat Girl
Feminary
Frameline Newsletter
Gateway
GALA Review [Gay Atheists League of America]
Gay and Lesbian Sierrans
Gay Book
Gay Focus
Gay Rights Chapter Bulletin
Gay Sports
Gay Times
Gayzette
Girl Friend
GLAAD Update [Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation]
The Gladiator
Gulch Gazette
Hasha
Homo Core
Homoture
Homozone 5
IDS Networks [International David Society]
...into the courts Newsletter
Kalendar
Lambda Amateur Radio Club/Golden Gate Chapter Newsletter
Lavender Godzilla
Lavender U Catalog
Leather/Levi Lexicon
Lesbian Contradiction
Lifestyle
Malebox
Manifest
MCC Speaking Up
National Center for Lesbian Rights Newsletter
National Gay Rights Advocates Newsletter
Network News
Odyssey Magazine
On Our backs
Our Stories
Out of Time
Outlook
Pacific Gay Life
Paragraph 2: A Quarterly of Gay Fiction
Parthenogenesis
Pup
Queer Intercourse
Rainbow Press
Rip-Off Rag
San Francisco Bay Area Gay and Lesbian Historical Society Newsletter
San Francisco Center for Living Newsletter
San Francisco Gay Crusader
San Francisco Gay Guide
San Francisco Gay Life/Where It’s At
San Francisco Gazette
San Francisco International Gay & Lesbian Film Festival
San Francisco News
San Francisco Sentinel
San Francisco Voter’s Alert
The Sentinel
The Sentinel USA
Sphere
Square Dance Travel Guide
Ultra Violet
Unbound
Vector Magazine
Venus Infers
The Voice
Whispering Campaign
White Crane
Whorezine
San Jose
Lambda News
Our Paper/Your Paper
Out Now
Santa Barbara
Gay and Lesbian Resource Center Bulletin
Santa Clara
Entre Nous
Santa Cruz
Inciting Desire
Lavender Reader
Santa Rosa
Sonoma County Lesbian & Gay Alliance News
South Bay
Pacific Horizons
Tarzana
The Voice Magazine
Twentynine Palms
Lesbian News
Venice
Realist
West Hollywood
Gay Video Guide
Westminster
Chiron Rising

Colorado

Denver
Bulk Male
Colorado Gay and Lesbian News
The New Way
Out Front
The Scene

Connecticut

Hartford
Metroline
New Haven
Out & About

Delaware

Rehoboth Beach
Letters from Camp Rehoboth

Florida

Coconut Grove
Alive! Magazine
Coral Springs
Marilyn Medusa
Daytona Beach
Our World
Fort Lauderdale
David Magazine
Gainesville
PLS Guide
Miami
Blueboy Magazine
Esto
The Weekly News
Orlando
  The Triangle

Georgia

Atlanta
  Amethyst
  Atlanta News Digest
  Etcetera
  Gay News
  Gazette
  Iris
  Scan Magazine
  Southern Voice
  Sunset News and Interview

Hawaii

Honolulu
  Island Lifestyle

Idaho

Illinois

Chicago
  Chicago Gay Life
  Gay Chicago Magazine
  GLTF Newsletter [Gay and Lesbian Task Force]
  Journal of the History of Sexuality
  Lavender Woman
  Midwest
  Outlines
  Thing
  Windy City Times
Oak Forest
  Au Contraire Magazine

Indiana

Indianapolis
  Heartland

Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

New Orleans
   *Headlines*
   *Impact*
   *Law & Sexuality*
   *The Second Stone*

Maine

Portland
   *Mainely Gay*
   *Our Paper*

Maryland

Baltimore
   *Baltimore Alternative*
   *Baltimore Gay Paper*

College Park
   *Argus*

Mount Airy
   *Wild About Wilde*

Silver Spring
   *GLASS Newsletter* [Gay and Lesbian Association of Silver Spring]

Massachusetts

Boston
   *The Alyson*
   *Alyson Gay Men’s Book Catalog*
   *Bay Windows*
   *Boston Gay Review*
   *The Guide*
   *In Newsweekly*
   *The Mirror*
   *Tommy’s*

Brighton
   *Nothing #7*

Cambridge
   *Bad Attitude*
   *Harvard Gay & Lesbian Review*
Gloucester
  Backspace
Provincetown
  Provincetown Magazine
Somerville
  Radical America

**Michigan**

Ann Arbor
  PC Casualties
Derwood
  Bon Vivant
Detroit
  Black Out
  Metro Gay News
  The Voice
East Lansing
  Lesbian Connection

**Minnesota**

Minneapolis
  Equal Time
  Evergreen Chronicles
  GLC Voice [Gay and Lesbian Community]
  Gaze
  The James White Review

**Mississippi**

**Missouri**

Saint Louis
  Gay News Telegraph
  Les Talk
  NBN a.k.a. No Bad News

**Montana**

**Nebraska**

Omaha
  The New Voice of Nebraska
Nevada

Las Vegas
  Bohemian Bugle/The Bugle
  Nevada Gay Times
  Playguy Magazine

Reno
  Sierra Voice

New Hampshire

Portsmouth
  Wavelengths

New Jersey

Belmar
  Female Impersonator News

Somerset
  Network for the 10% Plus

Teaneck
  First Hand Events

New Mexico

Albuquerque
  Equal Times
  Squareup!

New York

Albany
  Art & Understanding

Buffalo
  Fifth Freedom

Brentwood
  On the Wilde Side

Endicott
  Lavender Life

Huntington
  Another Voice
  Connection

New York City
  13th Moon
  After Dark Magazine
  Axios
Azalea: A Magazine by and for Third World Lesbians
B & G
Big Apple Dyke News
Black Leather...In Color
Body Positive
Bottomfish Blues
Catalyst: A Socialist Journal of the Social Services
CLAGS Newsletter [Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies]
Color Life!
Different Light Review
El Cuerpo Positivo
Extra
Fortune
GAY
Gay Atheist News
Gay Power
Gay Scene
Gay Teachers Association Newsletter
Gaysweek
Genre Magazine
Greenwich Village Press
Homo Extra (HX)
International Journal of Greek Love
It’s Time
Journal of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Identity
Journal of Gay & Lesbian Psychotherapy
Lambda Update
Lesbian Herstory Archive Newsletter
The List
Mandate Magazine
Mariel #5
Metrosource
My Comrade/My Sister
POZ
NAMBLA Bulletin [North American Man Boy Love Association]
NAMBLA News
Newsline
New York City News
New York Native
Next Magazine
On Alert!
Out Magazine
OutWeek
PWA Coalition Newsline
The Pyramid Periodical
Radical Chick
Sappho’s Isle
Stonewall News
Stop the Violence
Straight to Hell
Susan – Mini Mag
Tema International (also published in Moscow)
Vice
Where It's At
The Yellow Book Magazine
Rochester
Empty Closet
Staten Island
GP Reporter
Syracuse
Gay Light
Pink Paper
Wappingers Falls
In The Life
White Plains
The Newsletter

North Carolina

Bakersville
RFD
Charlotte
Q-Notes
Durham
The Independent
Raleigh
Front Page

North Dakota

Ohio

Cincinnati
The Yellow Page
Cleveland
Gay News
Gay People’s Chronicle
High Gear
Columbus
Gay Rights TaskForce and Women’s Newsletter
Good Times!
GT!
Stonewall Union Reports
Euclid
    Lesbian World
Toledo
    Rapping Paper
Yellow Springs
    Kill The Robot

Oklahoma

Oregon

Eugene
    The Lavender Network
Portland
    Cascade Voice
    The City Open Press
    Eagle Magazine
    The Fountain
    Impact News
    Just Out
    Northwest Gay Review
    NW Fountain
    Portland Monitor
    Thunder
Salem
    Capital Forum News
    Lambda Horizons

Pennsylvania

Philadelphia
    Au Courant
    Gay Dealer
    Gay News
    Philadelphia Gay News
Pittsburgh
    Gay News
    Pittsburgh’s Out

Rhode Island

Providence
    Options
South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Memphis
  AIDS Update
  Gaze

Texas

Austin
  Texas Star (also published in San Antonio)
  Texas Triangle

Dallas
  AIDS Update
  Dallas Gay News
  Dallas Voice
  Metro Times
  This Week in Texas (also published in Houston)

Denton
  TGLTF News

El Paso
  Inpulse

Garland
  Positron

Houston
  American Gay Atheist Newsletter
  Contact
  Montrose Star
  Montrose Voice
  Upfront
  Upfront America
  Vieux Carre Starr

Utah

Salt Lake City
  Open Door
  Triangle Community Digest

Vermont

Virginia
Alexandria
  Malchus
  Virginia Partisans Update
Norfolk
  Our Own
  Out and About of Virginia
  The Paper
Richmond
  Richmond Pride

Washington

Cazenovia
  Steam
Seattle
  Cascade Voice
  Columns Northwest
  Ecce Queer
  GCC Newsletter [Gay Community Center]
  Lights
  LRC Community News [Lesbian Resource Center]
  Partners: A Magazine for Lesbian and Gay Couples
  Seattle Gay News
  Stonewall Report

Washington, D. C.

  Black Guide
  Brown Sugar News
  Capitol Hill
  Charis
  Chrysalis Newsletter
  Frankfurt From The Center
  G & L Shopper [Gay and Lesbian]
  Gay Forum
  GLAAD RAG [Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation]
  Ibelle
  In Step Magazine
  Lambda Book Report
  Lambda Rising Book Report
  Lambda Rising News
  Lambda Sci-Fi
  Laurel & Lyre
  Metro Arts & Entertainment Weekly
  Michael's
  National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
Open Hands
Peace Letter
PFLAGpole [Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays]
Picklejar
Project Q
Quarter Notes!
Task Force Report
Tracks
Washington HIV News

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Madison
Among Friends
OUT
Milwaukee
Fuh Cole
Hag Rag
Milwaukee Calendar
Wisconsin Light

Wyoming

Foreign Issues

Australia

Sydney
Campaign
Outrage
Sydney Star Observer
Village Voice

Austria

Vienna
Lambda Nachrichten
Tam Tam

Belgium

Antwerp
De Janet
Brussels
  A.R.. Info
  Knack
  Talent
  Tel Quels
The Hague
  Trends

Canada

Burlington, Ontario
  Antinous Review
McDonald’s Corner, Ontario
  Draghead
Montreal, Quebec
  Rencontres Gaies
Toronto, Ontario
  Body Politic
  Directions for Gay Men
  Epicene
  Pink Ink
  Quota
Vancouver, British Columbia
  Angles
  Q Magazine
  Xtra West
Victoria, British Columbia
  Oh!

Denmark

Copenhagen
  Pan

Finland

Helsinki
  SETA

France

Paris
  Gai Pied
  Homophonies
Illico
Lesbia Magazine
MEC

Germany

Bielefeld
Triebhaft
Berlin
Blau
Euros
Klappentexte
Magnus
Manner Aktuell
Queerelle
Frankfurt
Frankfurt von hinten
Hamburg
Literatussi: Literaturpreis der Schwulen Buchläden 1993
Heidelberg
Gay Journal
Nurenburg
Rosa Fleider

Ireland

Dublin
OUT

Israel

Tel Aviv
Magaim

Italy

Florence
Quir
Milan
Babilonia

Mexico

Mexico City
Apollo
Del Otro Lado
The Netherlands

Amsterdam
  *Amsterdam Gayzette*
  *Gay Amsterdam News*
  *Homologie*
  *Ma'Dam*
  *Paidika: The Journal of Paedophilia*

Best
  *De Gay Krant*
  *Ma Gay Zine*

Leiden
  *Wild Side*

Zellik
  *CASH*

New Zealand

Auckland
  *GLO*
  *Out!*

Wellington
  *Pink Triangle*

Poland

Poznań
  *Inaczej*

Portugal

Bilbao
  *Gay Hotsa*

Russia

Moscow
  *ИМПУЛЬС*
  *Tema International* (also published in New York)

Sweden

Stockholm
Homosexuella I Arbetslivet
Kom Ut!
Reporter

Switzerland

Zurich
Anderschume Kontiki

United Kingdom

Ashford
Our Times
Edinburgh
Gay Scotland
Harrow
Quorum
London
Capitol Gay News
The Football Pink
Gay Book Club
Gay Times
HIM Magazine
IQ Magazine
Lesbian London
Lip
Pink Paper
Quim
Rouge
Sight and Sound
Manchester
Mancunian Gay